mobile storage
systems
making space work for you

mobile

“mobile systems can
double the capacity for
filing and storage or free
valuable floor space”

the

concept
of mobile
storage

“A cost effective method
of utilising your valuable
floorspace”
“Mobile systems can
easily be relocated and
reconfigured”

Rackline’s turnkey solutions take you
from planning...

...to accurate 3D virtual reality
rendering...

...to the reality of a fully installed
and operating mobile system.

The Monotrak Chassis
Turning the external drive wheel, situated
on the end panel and linked vertically to the
bottom sprocket via reduction gears, turns the
torque tube. This revolves the drive wheels.
Trailing wheels are deployed on the opposite
side of the chassis.

monotrak

operates on
a single
guide track

All loads imposed on the bases are transmitted
evenly to the floor through a series of specially
designed polyurethane tyred wheels that run
happily on any surface. This means that unlike

Monotrak is a unique mobile system, operating
on a single guide track laid directly onto the
existing floor.
Monotrak will double your storage capacity,
is simple to operate and gives the added
flexibility of simple relocation without
residual damage.
Due to the way the system spreads the load,
Monotrak can operate on a raised access
floor without the need for reinforcement.
A slim carriage profile and outstanding design
enables loads of up to 2,500kg and 5 metres
long to be moved with ease.

double
your storage
space

Loads of up to

2,500 kgs,
5 metres long can be
moved with ease

many mobile systems, Monotrak requires no
false floor and does not create the trip hazard
caused by surface mounted track.
Monotrak’s low profile design often allows an
additional level of filing to be accommodated,
further increasing its capacity.

Multitrak operates on the same principle as
Monotrak, but employs multiple torque tubes
and wheels to accommodate longer bases and
greater loads.

multitrak

operates on
multiple
torque tubes

Mobile carriages up to 12 metres long and
loads of up to 15 tonnes per carriage can be
moved with ease, and Multitrak’s powerful
guidance and drive system ensures carriages
remain perfectly aligned on tracks.

Loads of up to

15 tonnes
and 12 metres long,
moved with ease

built

to your space
requirements

Multitrak
accommodates

long bases and
heavy loads
The Multitrak system can be either direct or
chain drive and the tracks are laid to exacting
tolerance with either an infill floor or prior
to screeding. The infill floor will prevent trip
hazards from exposed rails and the floor can
be covered to match surrounding décor.

powertrak
high
technology
with simple
control

Powertrak has all the sophisticated
programmable logic controls you would expect
from the latest hi-tech system, but it combines
this technology with the simplest operator
controls imaginable. In normal operation,
the operator simply presses “Green For Go”
and all controls and operations are handled
automatically by the logic systems.
There are numerous options that can be
included in the system including:
• Timed access control for any hours
you require
• Automatic lighting
• An option for auto close when fire alarm
or security alarm is activated
• PIN access for authorized staff
• Integration with access control
and security systems

Powertrak link to Network
An option with the powered system is to link
to the network. A linked system will provide
many benefits, especially for multi-installation
in different locations.

maximise
your space
with electronic technology

Via a PC, control can be exercised over security
and tracking requirements. One central PC can
control any number of Powertrak installations
situated in multiple locations.

all components exceed
the legal standards
and are designed

for exceptional
longevity
Controls
There is a choice of operational controls
depending on requirements.

sidetrak

combines
static and
mobile storage

Sidetrak is a self contained storage system
designed to combine static and mobile
storage. Its main benefit is to provide a
high volume of storage in areas with limited
space and where corridors and alcoves need
to be utilised. Sidetrak is often used to
partition office space by creating islands with
back to back units.

filestation
low level
mobile storage

Filestation is the first high density product
specifically designed for the working office.
By bringing active files back into the central
office, productivity is increased dramatically.
Filestation typically saves up to 33% of
floorspace and cuts retrieval times by 40%
over conventional storage methods.

Thrutrak gives access from either side of
the Filestation, allowing the flexibility of a free
standing Filestation or a traditional benching
layout.

high
volume
storage
The system features row of fixed cabinets
fronted by one less in number, of sliding units.
The rear rank is accessed by sliding the front
cabinets. The Sidetrak system comes complete
with anti-tilt device.

utilise
utilise
your
space

SteelDesk designed specifically to suite in
with Filestation, is a recyclable desking system
which allows you to create a total office
environment that is completely sustainable.
Tower Pedestal

complements both the
SteelDesk and the core concept of Filestation,
in providing a stylish design allied with
practical functional storage. Its multiple
levels, including one for personal belongings
and the ability to create a private zone, make
this an integral member of the Filestation
family.

Accessories are available with Filestation
as with any other Rackline product. These
include lockers, pull out drawers, book
supports, pull out reference shelves and the
option to make your Filestation lockable.

rackline

british storage
manufacturer

CABINETS

ROTARY STORAGE

STATIC SHELVING

LOW LEVEL MOBILE STORAGE

LOCKERS

ARCHIVE STORAGE

INDUSTRIAL RACKING & SHELVING

FILING SERVICES

making
space
work for you

For a free no obligation site survey, layout drawings
and quotation, contact the team today.

t: 01782 777666
e: now@rackline.co.uk
www.rackline.co.uk
Rackline Limited, Oaktree Lane, Talke,
Newcastle-Under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST7 1RX

